I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple instance learning [1] is an important Machine Learning (ML) concept having numerous applications [2] . In multiple instance learning class label is associated not with a single observation, but with a "bag" of observations. A very close problem is distribution regression problem, where a sample distribution of x is mapped to a single y value. There are numerous heuristics methods developed from both: ML and distribution regression sides, see [3, 4] for review.
As in any ML problem the most important part is not so much the learning algorithm, but the way how the learned knowledge is represented. Learned knowledge is often represented as a set of propositional rules, regression function, Neural Network weights, etc. In this paper we consider the case where knowledge is represented as a function of distribution moments. Recent progress in numerical stability of high order moments calculation [5] allow the moments of very high order to be calculated, e.g. in Ref. [6] up to hundreds, thus make this approach practical.
Most of distribution regression algorithms deploy a two-step type of algorithm [4] to solve the problem. In our previous work [7] a two-step solution with knowledge representation in a form of Christoffel function was developed. However, there is exist a one-step solution to distribution regression problem, a random distribution to random value, that converts each bag's observations to moments of it, then solving the problem random vector (the moments of random distribution) to random value. Once this transition is made an answer of least squares or Radon-Nikodym type from Ref. [5] can be applied and close form result obtained.
The distribution of outcomes, if required, can be obtained by solving generalized eigenvalues problem, then matrix spectrum give possible y outcomes, and the square of projection of localized at given x bag distribution to eigenvector give each outcome probability. This matrix spectrum ideology is similar to the one we used in [7] , but is more generic and not reducible to Gauss quadrature.
The paper is organized as following: In Section II a general theory of distribution regression is discussed and close form result or least squares and Radon-Nikodym type are presented. Then in Section III an algorithm is described and numerical example of calcula-tions is presented. In Section IV possible further development is discussed.
II. ONE-STEP SOLUTION
Consider distribution regression problem where a bag of N observations of x is mapped to a single outcome observation y for l = [1..M].
A distribution regression problem can have a goal to estimate y, average of y, distribution of y, etc. given specific value of x
For further development we need x basis Q k (x) and some x and y measure. For simplicity, not reducing the generality of the approach, we are going to assume that x measure is a sum over j index Let us convert the problem "random distribution" to "random variable" to the problem "vector of random variables" to "random variable". The simplest way to obtain "vector of random variables" from x (l) j distributions is to take the moments of it. Now the < Q k > (l) would be this random vector:
Then the (3) becomes vector to value problem. Introduce
The problem now is to estimate y (or distribution of y) given x distribution, now mapped to a vector of moments < Q k > calculated on this x distribution. Let us denote these input moments as M k to avoid confusion with measures on x and y. For the case we study the x value is given, and for a state with exact x the M k values are:
what means that all N observations in a bag give exactly the same x value. The problem now becomes a standard: random vector to random variable. We have solutions of two types for this problem, see [5] Appendix D, Least Squares A LS and Radon-Nikodym A RN . The answers would be:
The (8) is least squares answer to y estimation given x. The (9) is Radon-Nikodym answer to y estimation given x. These are the two y estimators at given x for distribution regression problem 1. These answers can be considered as an extension of least squares and RadonNikodym type of interpolation from value to value problem to random distribution to random variable problem. In case N = 1 the A LS and A RN are reduced exactly to value to value problem considered in Ref. [5] . Note, that the A LS (x) answer not necessary preserve y sign, but A RN (x) always preserve y sign, same as in value to value problem.
If y distribution at given x need to be estimated this problem can also be solved. With one-step approach of this paper we do not need Q m (y) basis used in two-step approach of
Ref. [7] and outcomes of y are estimated from x moments only. Generalized eigenvalues problem [5] give the answer:
The result of (10) is eigenvalues y (i) (possible outcomes) and eigenvectors ψ (i) (can be used to compute the probabilities of outcomes). The problem now becomes: given x value estimate possible y-outcomes and their probabilities. The moments of states with given x value are NQ q (x) from (7), so the distribution with (7) moments should be projected to distributions corresponding to ψ (i) q states, the square of this projection give the weight and normalized weight give the probability. This is actually very similar to ideology we used in [7] , but the eigenvalues from (10) no longer have a meaning of Gauss quadrature nodes. The eigenvectors
r , and the distribution with such moments correspond to y (i) value. These distributions can be considered as "natural distribution basis". This is an important generalizatioh of Refs. [5, 6] approach to random distribution, where natural basis for random value, not random distribution, was considered.
The projection of two x distributions with moments M
then the required probabilities, calculated by projecting the (7) distribution to natural basis states, are:
The (10) and (13) is one-step answer to distribution regression problem: find the outcomes y (i) and their probabilities P (i) (x). Note, that in this setup possible outcomes y (i) do not depend on x, and only probabilities P (i) (x) of outcomes depend on x. This is different from a two-step solution of [7] where outcomes and their probabilities both depend on x. Also note that
qr M r (x). One of the major difference between the probabilities (13) and probabilities from Christoffel function approach [7] is that the (13) has a meaning of "true" probability while in two-step solution [7] Christoffel function value is used as a proxy to probability on first step. It is important to note how the knowledge is represented in these models. The model (8) 
III. NUMERICAL ESTIMATION OF ONE-STEP SOLUTION
Numerical instability similar to the one of two-stage Christoffel function approach [7] also arise for approach in study, but now the situation is much less problematic, because we do not have y-basis Q m (y), and all the dependence on y enter the answer through matrix (6) . In this case the only stable x basis Q k (x) is required.
The algorithm for y estimators of (8) or (9) (5) and (6) can be hardly obtained this way
for N > 1 and should be calculated directly from sample. This is not a big issue, because d x is typically not large. Then inverse matrix (G) qr from (5), this matrix is some kind similar to Gramm matrix, but uses distribution moments, not basis functions. Finally put all these to (8) for least squares y(x) estimation or to (9) for Radon-Nikodym y(x) estimation.
If y-distribution is required then solve generalized eigenvalues problem (10), obtain y
as possible y-outcomes (they do not depend on x), and calculate x-dependent probabilities (13), these are squared projection coefficient of a state with specific x value, pointdistribution (7), or some other x distribution of general form, to ψ (i) eigenvector.
To show an application of this approach let us take several simple distribution to apply 
f (x) = 1 1 + 25x 2 (15)
In Figs. 1, 2, 3 , the (8) and (9) answers are presented for f (x) from (14), (15) and (16) respectively for R = {0.1, 0.3} and d x = {10, 20}. The x range is specially taken slightly wider that [−1; 1] interval to see possible divergence outside of measure support. In most cases Radon-Nikodym answer is superior, and in addition to that it preserves the sign of y.
Least squares approximation is good for special case f (x) = x and typically diverges at x outside of measure support. The numerical estimation of probability function (the y (i) and P (i) (x)) were also calculated and eigenvalue index i, corresponding to maximal P typically correspond to y (i) , for which f (x) is most close. For simplistic case (14) see Fig. 4 . See the Ref. [8] , file com/polytechnik/ algorithms/ ExampleDistribution1Stage.scala for algorithm implementation. 
IV. DISCUSSION
In this work a one-stage approach is applied to distribution regression problem. The bag's observations are initially converted to moments, then least squares or Radon-Nikodym theory can be applied and closed form answer to be received. These (8) and (9) estimate y value given x. This answer can be generalized to "what is y estimate given distribution of x". For this problem obtain moments < Q k >, corresponding to given distribution of x, first, then use them in (8) or (9) instead of M k (x), corresponding to localized at x state.
Similary, if probabilities of y outcomes are required for given distribution of x, the < Q k > should be used in weights expression (12) instead of M k (x) (this is a special case of two distribution projection on each other (11)). Computer code implementing the algorithms is available [8] .
And in conclusion we want to discuss possible directions of future development.
• In this work a closed form solution for random distribution to random value problem
(1) is found. The question arise about problem order increase, replace "random distribution" by "random distribution of random distribution" (or even further "random distribution of random distribution of random distribution", etc.). In this case each x j in (1) should be treated as a sample distribution itself, and index j then can be treated as 2D index x j 1 ,j 2 . Working with 2D indexes is actually very similar to working with images, see Ref. [6] where the 2D index was used for image reconstruction by applying Radon-Nikodym or least squares approximation. Similarly, the results of this paper, can be generalized to higher order problems, by considering all indexes as 2D.
• Obtaining possible y outcomes as matrix spectrum (10) and then calculating their probabilities by projection (11) of given distribution (point distribution (7) is a simplest example of such) to eigenvectors (13) is a powerful approach to estimation of y distribution under given condition. We can expect this approach to show good performance for data drawn from a wide range of probability distributions, especially for distributions that are not normal. The reason is because the (10) is expressed in terms of probability states, what make the role of outliers much less important, compared to methods based on L 2 norm, particulary least squares. For example, this approach can be applied to distribtions where only first moment of y is finite, while the L 2 norm approaches require second moment of y to be finite, what make them inapplicable to distributions with infinite standard deviation. We expect the (10) approach can be a good foundation for construction of Robust Statistics [9] .
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